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Abstract—In this paper, the Gabor filter is studied and
further expanded for temporal facial expression analysis.
Originally, the Gabor feature describes both spatial and fre-
quency characteristics of 2D images. The prominent of the
theorem has been validated in research communities for a
decade due to its similarity to the human perception system.
The performance of the filter in the existing research gives
convincing results on recognizing the human emotions by using
a still image. However, the previous research neglects the fact
that the understanding of human facial expression of emotions
is associated by the dynamic relation, which the motion of
expression must be witnessed. Therefore, we propose the novel
temporal features by deriving the dynamic of Gabor features
in the temporal template representations. Then, we decompose
the features onto discriminative subspace for estimating the
emotion class.

Keywords-dynamic Gabor feature, facial expression classifi-
cation, independent component analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

Facial expressions are believed to be an important cue

for reflecting the human emotions. It is basically a physio-

logical response toward certain events or experiences. The

emotion expression can be intentionally demonstrated for

communication purposes, or unconscious responses due to

habits or neuron reflection. The input data can be collected

in form of facial activities, bodily gestures, speech, or bio-

potential signals. Most of the non-verbal communication that

reflects the inner emotion is facial expressions. Thus, it is

more suitable than the other cues to be probed by the robot

or machine for interaction purpose. This paper introduces

the novel temporal template feature for modeling the dy-

namic facial expression by the extended 2D Gabor features.

The proposed feature is transformed into the discriminative

subspace for classification purpose.

The concept of this research is driven by two biological

characteristics. Firstly, the ability of recognizing a facial

expression of an emotion is associated by the degree of

perceptible motion or the change of facial expression [1].

Many research neglects this portion and estimates the emo-

tion from a standalone image [3], or the motions from a few

consecutive frames [2].

Secondly, the humans visual system is discovered that

its perceptual representation contains both spatial and fre-

quency. The mechanism is found its similarity with the

well-known Gabor filters. One of the remarkably works that

utilizes the Gabor filter to recognize the facial expression

is [3]. They employed the Gabor features with the several

classifiers to discover Action Units (AUs). However, they use

a still image to recognize facial expression which conflict

with above statement. The temporal extension of the Gabor

features in facial expression analysis is found in [4]. They

extract the Gabor features from the several local areas in the

face. Then, they use the Hierarchical Hidden Markov Model

to recognize an emotion class. However, the generalization

of the model is doubtfulness due to the high dependency on

the trained models. Although there is another work utilizing

Gabor feature for temporal analysis, the features are used as

the robust patterns for matching in tracking pursuit rather

than analyzing the holistic representation [5].

Therefore, we combine the above two motivations and

derive the extension of the 2D Gabor filter such that it

can summarize the pattern of the facial expression over a

period of time. We call this temporal feature as a Cumulative

Differential Gabor features (CDG). Although there is a

similar extension in [6] by adding another temporal filter

on the top of the original 2D Gabor filters, their work

utilizes only a few frames for classification in either onset or

offset states separately. Instead, we summarize a whole facial

expression sequence by the temporal template representation

in similar fashion to the work in [7].

The later part of this paper considers the subspace ap-

proaches for estimating the facial expression classes. The

objective of the subspace method is to recreate the new basis

of data such that we can illustrate the clear visualization

from the messy data, or extract the important components in

class separation. The subspace techniques have been widely

associated with the research on face features such as face

recognition, since it can extract significant components out

of an individual face. The well-known subspace methods are

principal component analysis (PCA) [8], linear discriminant

analysis (LDA), or independent component analysis (ICA)

[9]. In contrast, the facial expression analysis is the class

separation problems rather than the individuality issues.

Thus, the role of subspace methods in the facial expression

classification is to find the proper subspace that can separate

the data of each class to the highest degree. In this paper,

we especially interest in the ICA concept. Similar to the
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implementation in [10], they introduce the combination

of Gabor feature and ICA subspace for face recognition.

However, the original ICA was not designed for the class

separation problem. Therefore, we adopt the idea of class

separation by ICA in [11] and its prequel work.

II. GABORS FEATURES

Gabor filter is a linear filter named after Dennis Gabor

[12], who proposed the mixture representation of the spatial

and frequency domains of 1D signal, and later expand into

2D representation by Daugman [13]. The filter has gained

the attention from the research communities for a decade

due to its similarity to the human’s perception system.

Basically, the filter is defined by the product of the 2D

Gaussian function and the complex exponential function.

The kernel function is expressed by:

g(x, y) = exp

(
−x

′2 + γ2y′2

2σ2

)
exp

(
i

(
2π
x′

λ
+ ψ

))
(1)

where

x′ = x cos θ + y sin θ (2)

y′ = −x sin θ + y cos θ (3)

The notation θ represents the orientation in degrees, λ is the

wavelength, ψ is the phase offsets, γ is the spatial aspect

ratio to indicate the shape of Gabor filter, σ is the standard

deviation of the Gaussian term.

According to the Euler’s formula eix = cosx + i sinx,

only the real part of the filters are utilized in this research.

Thus, the expression becomes:

g(x, y) = exp

(
−x

′2 + γ2y′2

2σ2

)
cos

(
2π
x′

λ
+ ψ

)
(4)

In the experiment, we create the Gabor filters with the

size 39×39 pixels from the varying 3 wavelengths λ =
{3, 8, 13}, and 4 orientations θ =

{
0, π4 ,

π
2 , π

}
. The other

parameters were left constant, where γ = 0.5, σ = 0.56λ,

and ψ = 0 according to the setting in [14][15][16]. However,

we employ fewer numbers of filter comparing to the previous

research, which usually employed up to 7-8 orientations and

4-5 wavelengths. This is because we intend to utilize the

whole feature modeled from each orientations and wave-

lengths without reducing its dimension.

The Gabor features G can be extracted by the convolution

of the input image I and the Gabor filter g with the specified

wavelength λ and orientation θ as shown in Eq. (5).

Gλ,θ = I ∗ gλ,θ (5)

The example of Gabor filters and their corresponding Gabor

features from a particular face image are illustrated in Fig.

1.

(a) Gabor filters

(b) Gabor features

Figure 1: The variation of Gabor filter kernels and the

corresponding features by parameterizing 3 wavelengths (λ),

and 4 orientations (θ)

III. CUMULATIVE DIFFERENTIAL GABOR FEATURES

A. Cumulative Differential function

In order to describe the facial behavior in temporal,

we expand the 2D Gabor features to a dynamic feature

from an image sequence. Generally, the timing of a facial

expression τ is not constant. The size of feature vector is

proportional to the time τ and become D × τ dimensions.

Such an adaptable-length feature cannot be applied with

the conventional classification. To represent the temporal

feature as a fix-length vector, we employed a variation of

temporal template techniques to wrap the sequence of spatial

features into D-dimension feature [7]. The procedure of

CDG extraction method is illustrated in Fig. 2.

A bag of Gabor features at time t is defined by a set

of Gabor features according to different orientations θi and

wavelengths λj :

G(t) = {Gλ1,θ1 , Gλ1,θ2 , ..., GλU ,θV } (6)

where U and V are the total numbers of wavelengths and
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Figure 2: For each frame (1 to τ ), the Gabor features pattern is extracted from its corresponding input intensity image.

Then, we calculate the difference between two corresponding frames. The differential Gabor features are accumulated over

τ frames creating the temporal template descriptor

orientations we used for creating the Gabor filters as we

have discussed in the previous section.

The sequence of Gabor features is:

G = {G(t), G(t+ 1), G(t+ 2), ..., G(t+ τ)} (7)

where τ is the number of observed frames. The Gabor

feature G(t) are normalized to 0 to 1. Then, we compute

the cumulative change of the Gabor features from frame t
to frame t+τ . We obtain the Cumulative Differential Gabor

features (CDG) from the sequence at positions (x, y) by the

following equation:

Cτ,λ,θ(x, y) =

t+τ∑
t=t

|Gλ,θ(x, y, t)−Gλ,θ(x, y, t±Δ)| (8)

where Gλ,θ(x, y, t ± Δ) refer to the Gabor feature in the

adjacent frame. The CDG feature of different orientations

and wavelengths is shown in Fig. 3. The colormap is vary

from blue (0) to red (1)

B. Vectorization

The vectorization is the conversion process from the I×J
matrix into a D-dimensions vector. This process is required

for converting the 2D data into 1D vector before feeding the

feature into the classification module. We vectorize all CDGs

in each orientations and wavelengths into column vector and

then create a D-dimensions vector according to Eqs. (9)-

(11). Given the Gabor feature with parameters λu and θv
as:

Cτ,λu,θv =

⎡
⎢⎣
C(1, 1) · · · C(J, 1)

...
. . .

...

C(1, I) · · · C(J, I)

⎤
⎥⎦
I×J

(9)

where I and J are the numbers of row and column of CDGs.

The matrix is transformed into D-dimensions column vector

as:

Cτ,λu,θv −→ C ′
τ,λu,θv =

⎡
⎢⎣
C(1, 1)

...

C(J, I)

⎤
⎥⎦
IJ×1

(10)

Then we append the feature vectors as follow:

x =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎡
⎢⎢⎣

...

C ′
τ,λ1,θ1

...

⎤
⎥⎥⎦
T

,

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

...

C ′
τ,λ1,θ2

...

⎤
⎥⎥⎦
T

...,

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

...

C ′
τ,λU ,θV

...

⎤
⎥⎥⎦
T
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠

T

D

(11)

where the notation T is the transpose operator. Thus, we

obtain the feature vector of size D = (I × J × U × V )
dimensions. This feature vector x is applied to the classifi-

cation module in the next section.

Figure 3: The Cumulative Differential Gabor features (CDG)

produced from the Gabor filters with 3 wavelengths (λ), and

4 orientations (θ)
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IV. CLASSIFICATION BY SUBSPACE METHODS

Generally, the problem in the discriminant analysis esti-

mates the matrix A in a way that the significant components

are exposed from the input signal or features. The matrix

is known as transformation matrix, eigenspace, principle
component, or independent component according to the

techniques. In the document, we use the term subspace
to avoid the further confusion. The general form of the

projection is denoted by:

z = Ax (12)

Given, the input feature vector with D-dimensions x =
(x1, x2, x3, ..., xD)T . The feature vector is projected onto

the matrix A, which results as the output feature z =
(z1, z2, z3, ..., zN )T with N -dimensions, where N ≤ D. The

subspace matrix could be considered as the new basis of the

data distribution.

A. Independent Component Analysis (ICA)

Independent Component Analysis (ICA) states that an

arbitrary image feature can be decomposed into a linear

combination of sub-components under the criteria that each

of them are statistically independent to the other [17]. The

procedure of ICA is illustrated in the Fig. 4.

Figure 4: The flow chart of ICA method

1) Whitening process by PCA: In order to separate the

independent components with the minimum mutual informa-

tion, the whitening process is required as the preprocessing

to decorrelate the input features. The process normalizes the

eigenvectors by the corresponding eigenvalues, which can

be derived from the principle component analysis (PCA).

Therefore, the data distribution is normalized to unit vari-

ances.

Suppose, we have M input features. The centered data xc
is derived by xm − x̄. The covariance matrix is defined by

Spca =
∑M

m xcx
T
c . The PCA subspace can be obtained by

solving the eigenvalues problem.

Spcaφpca = λpcaφpca (13)

where φ is the collection of eigenvectors, φ =
(φ1, φ2, ..., φE)

T and λ = (λ1, λ2, ..., λE) is the correspond-

ing eigenvalues, E is the number of chosen eigenvectors

such that E ≤ D. The whitening process is the projection

of an original data onto the whiten subspace:

xwhite,e =

(
φpca,e√
λpca,e

)T

(x− x̄) (14)

where xwhite,e is the projected data on the norm of the eth

basis.

2) Whitening process by EMC: Despite of the standard

whitening process by PCA, the variant of the ICA in

[11] introduces the discriminant subspace called Eigenspace

Method based on Class features (EMC). The advantage

of the EMC subspace is the superior in class separability

over the PCA. Basically, the method solves the eigenvalues

problem such that it can maximize the difference of between-

class SB and within-class variances SW :

Semcφemc = λemcφemc (15)

The covariance matrix can be defined as the following Eqs.:

Semc = SB − SW (16)

SB =
1

M

F∑
f=1

Mf (x̄f − x̄)(x̄f − x̄)T (17)

SW =
1

M

F∑
f=1

Mf∑
m=1

(xfm − x̄f )(xfm − x̄f )T (18)

x̄ =
1

M

∑
f∈F

Mf∑
m=1

xfm (19)

x̄f =
1

Mf

Mf∑
m=1

xfm (20)

where f is the class index, F is the total class number, Mf is

the number of feature vectors in the class f , M is the number

of feature vectors or images which equal to
∑F

f=1Mf , x̄
is mean of all feature vectors, and x̄f is mean of feature

vectors in the class f , xmf is a feature vector that belong

to the class f . Then, we can calculate the whiten EMC by:

xwhite,e =

(
φemc,e√
λemc,e

)T

(x− x̄) (21)
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where xwhite,e is the projected data on the norm of the eth

basis.

The EMC subspace training procedure is similar to the

Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) (Fig. 5), however the

class separation problem is solved by maximizing the dif-

ference of between-class variance and within-class variance

instead of maximizing their ratio. The comparison in [18]

indicates that EMC subspace is more robust to the over-

fitting problem than LDA subspace.

3) Fixed-point algorithm: In this research, the indepen-

dent component is defined as the minimization of mutual

information. We adopt the fixed-point algorithm from Hy-

varinen [17]. Suppose the number of independent component

is Q. The linear transformation from original data to the

independent component can be written as:

zq = wT
q xwhite (22)

where wq is a vector that transform whiten data xwhite to

independent components zq , q is the index of independent

component.

The transformation vector wq can be calculated by repeat-

ing the Eq. (23)-(26) until convergence. The convergence can

be checked from the dot-product between wold,q and wnew,q

whether it is close to one. The update rule is:

wnew,q := E [xf(zq)]− E [f ′(zq)]wold,q (23)

where the function f and its derivative are:

f(sq) = −zq exp(−
z2q
2
) (24)

f ′(sq) = z2q exp(−
z2q
2
) (25)

Then, we normalize wnew,q to unit vector for each update

iterations by:

wq :=
wnew,q

‖wnew,q‖ (26)

As the transformation vector w reaches convergence, we can

calculate the independent components from Eq. (22). For

simplicity in our implementation, we expand the equation

as:

zq = wT

(
φ√
λ

)T

(x− x̄) (27)

where φ refers to either φpca or φemc. Thus, we can separate

the subspace term φica according to the whitening processes

by:

φica = wT

(
φpca√
λpca

)T

, φica = wT

(
φemc√
λemc

)T

(28)

Figure 6: Facial expression recognition by using subspace

methods

B. Creating manifold vectors

The centered image xfm − x̄ is projected onto

the subspace for creating the manifold vectors zf =
{z1f , z2f , z3f , ..., zMff} of class f ∈ F . For each image

m in class f , the manifold vector can be written by:

zfm = φT (xfm − x̄) (29)

C. Recognition

In order to recognize the facial expression class of an

unknown sample x̂, The estimated class f̃ can be obtained

by finding the corresponding Euclidean distance between

manifold vectors zfm of each class and projected data ẑ
(Fig. 6)

f̃ = argmin
f∈F,m∈Mf

√√√√ D∑
d

(zdfm − ẑd)2 (30)

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this research, we use CK+ dataset [19] and our MyFace

dataset. For each dataset, we choose 70% of samples in the

datasets as the training set, and the rest for testing. The

emotion classes are labeled according to the basic emotion

model from Ekman [20]. All expression are deliberately

posed with near frontal view, head movement is kept to

minimum, and backgrounds are plain. The face region is

segmented by Haar feature-based cascade face detector [21].

All face images are downsampled to 100 × 100 pixels. In

order to train the EMC subspace, the size of covariance

matrix Semc in Eq. 15 consumes the square of CDG feature

dimension. This requires the enormous resources, which

exceed the capability of average computers. To cope with

the problem, we calculate the whiten EMC on the high

performance computing sever instead.

MyFace dataset is the original dataset of this paper (Fig.

7). The dataset is recorded from the experimenter by a

Kinect sensor with the resolution 640 × 480 pixels, and
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Figure 5: EMC subspace training procedure

the speed 30 fps for both 2D and 3D data. In this paper, we

utilize only 2D data. The emotion class is categorized in to

7 classes (angry, disgust, fear, neutral, happiness, sadness,

and surprise). Each emotion class contains 10 complete

expression sequences with difference timing and speed of

facial expression. Duration of each sequence varies from 3

to 40 seconds including onset, apex, and offset of facial

expressions. Thus, in this dataset we can determine only

the discriminative of the feature without concerning the

interpersonal issue.

Extended Cohn-Kanade (CK+) dataset. This dataset has

the high variation due to highest number of subjects (123

subjects) and differences in nationality of the subjects. This

dataset also contains the non-posed facial expression. The

emotion labels are evaluated by the expertise using Facial

Action Coding System (FACS). Each image sequence starts

from the neutral expression and stop at the peak of the ex-

pression. The dataset are labeled in different categorization

by including the contempt class and excluding neutral class.

Table I: Average classification precision on the changes of

gradient orientations (CDO) [7] and the changes of Gabor

features (CDG) by using EMC, ICA with whiten PCA, and

ICA with whiten EMC as the preprocessing step

Dataset Method CDO [7] CDG

MyFace (1 person)

EMC 85.72 38.10
ICA with whiten PCA 100 80.95
ICA with whiten EMC 100 95.24

CK+ (123 persons)

EMC 2.95 3.03
ICA with whiten PCA 13.13 5.05
ICA with whiten EMC 43.43 52.53

A. Performance of features

In the experiment, we observe the performance of the pro-

posed Cumulative Differential Gabor features (CDG) com-

paring to the Cumulative Differential Orientation (CDO)[7],

Figure 7: Example image sequences in MyFace dataset.

(First row) shows the samples from an angry expression,

(Second row) shows the samples from a surprise expression,

and (Third row) shows the samples from a happy expression

Table II: Confusion matrix of the classification results of the

CDG feature using ICA with whiten EMC (MyFace dataset)

Predicted class
An. Di. Fe. Ne. Ha. Sa. Su.

Actual class

An. 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Di. 0 0.67 0.33 0 0 0 0
Fe. 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Ne. 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Ha. 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Sa. 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Su. 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

which is the alternative CDG by using gradient orientation

instead of the Gabor features in Eq. (8).

1) Intra-personal case: In order to avoid the interpersonal

problem, the performance of the feature is determined from

MyFace dataset as shown in Table. I. As a result, the change

of gradient orientations (CDO) feature yields the higher
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Table III: Confusion matrix of the classification results of the

CDG feature using ICA with whiten EMC (CK+ dataset)

Predicted class
An. Co. Di. Fe. Ha. Sa. Su.

Actual class

An. 0.21 0 0.28 0 0.21 0.21 0.07
Co. 0 0 0 0 0.4 0.2 0.4
Di. 0.22 0 0.5 0 0 0.11 0.16
Fe. 0.25 0 0.25 0 0.12 0 0.37
Ha. 0 0 0.04 0 0.90 0.04 0
Sa. 0.5 0 0.12 0 0 0 0.37
Su. 0.04 0 0 0.04 0 0.08 0.84

average precision than the CDG feature in this case. In

addition, we found the slightly lower precision rate by using

CDG in disgust class (67%) as shown in the confusion

matrix Table. II.

2) Inter-personal case: In the CK+ dataset, most the

classification methods in CK+ dataset produce poor perfor-

mance due to the higher interpersonal variances. However,

the CDG overcomes the CDO when classified by ICA with

whiten EMC (52.53%). The corresponding confusion matrix

is shown in Table. III. The classification result is especially

high in the surprise class (90%) and happiness class (84%),

but it fails to recognize the contempt, fear, and sadness class.

B. Superiority of independent components

The performances of classification methods are measured.

In this research, we determine the Independent Component

Analysis (ICA) and its variant in [11]. The difference

between them is the preprocessing step using whiten PCA or

whiten EMC, which the latter has the ability to discriminate

the class better than the PCA. As a result, ICA with whiten

EMC yields better classification performance than ICA with

whiten PCA. This result confirms the superior in class

separation of the whiten EMC over the whiten PCA. It is

importance to note that either ICA with whiten PCA or

whiten EMC yields the higher precision rates than the EMC

method.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduce the novel feature that describe

the temporal pattern of the facial expression influenced by

the human visual mechanism and understanding of facial

expression. The proposed method Cumulative Differential

Gabor features (CDG) summarizes the change of 2D Gabor

features over a time period. Furthermore, this research also

considers the subspace approaches for estimating the facial

expression especially by using the ICA based methods. As

we have known that the facial expression problem is a

class separation problem. The subspace methods are chosen

such that it can create the best discrimination subspace. The

experimental results show that the ICA subspace method

with whiten EMC process can discriminate the proposed

feature under the severe condition better than other subspace

methods.

Nevertheless, the current extraction method is limited to

offline simulation. Since the timing of facial expression

can be varied, the method requires a complete expression

sequence, which starts from an onset to offset state of

facial expression. In order to apply our proposed method

in the real-time environment, it is suggested to perform the

temporal segmentation before the feature extraction.
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